A star edge-coloring of a graph is a proper edge-coloring without bichromatic paths and cycles of length four. In this paper, we consider the list version of this coloring and prove that the list star chromatic index of every subcubic graph is at most 7, answering the question of Dvořák et al. (Star chromatic index, J. Graph Theory 72 (2013), 313-326).
Introduction
In this note, we consider graphs without loops but possible parallel edges (hence multigraphs). A 3-regular graph is called cubic, and a graph with maximum degree 3 is called subcubic. A proper edge-coloring of a graph G is called a star edge-coloring if there is neither bichromatic path nor bichromatic cycle of length four. The minimum number of colors for which G admits a star edge-coloring is called the star chromatic index and it is denoted by χ st (G).
The star edge-coloring was defined in 2008 by Liu and Deng [8] , motivated by the vertex version (see e.g. [1, 3, 4, 6] ). In 2013, Dvořák, Mohar and Šámal [5] determined (currently the best) upper and lower bounds for complete graphs.
Theorem 1 (Dvořák, Mohar, Šámal, 2013) . The star chromatic index of the complete graph K n satisfies
In particular, for every > 0 there exists a constant c such that χ st (K n ) ≤ cn 1+ for every n ≥ 1.
From Theorem 1, they also derived a near-linear upper bound in terms of the maximum degree ∆ for general graphs. In addition, they considered subcubic graphs and showed that their star chromatic index is at most 7.
Theorem 2 (Dvořák, Mohar, Šámal, 2013).
If G is a simple cubic graph, then χ st (G) ≥ 4, and the equality holds if and only if G covers the graph of the 3-cube.
Regarding subcubic graphs, Bezegová et al. [2] proved that 4 and 5 colors are enough for every subcubic tree and subcubic outerplanar graph, respectively, and the bound for both is tight.
While there exist subcubic graphs with the star chromatic index equal to 6, e.g. K 4 with one subdivided edge, K 3,3 , and the complement of C 6 (see Fig. 1 ), no example of a subcubic graph requiring 7 colors is known. Based on this fact, Dvořák et al. proposed the following conjecture.
Conjecture 1 (Dvořák, Mohar, Šámal, 2013) . If G is a subcubic graph, then χ st (G) ≤ 6.
In [5] the authors suggested to study the list version of star edge-coloring. We say that L is an edge-list-assignment for the graph G if it assigns a list L(e) of possible colors to each edge e of G. If each of the lists is of size at most k, we call L a k-edge-list-assignment. If G admits a star edge-coloring σ such that σ(e) ∈ L(e) for all edges in E(G), then we say that G is star L-edge-colorable or σ is a star L-edge-coloring of G. The graph G is star k-edge-choosable if it is star L-edge-colorable for every edge-list-assignment L, where |L(e)| ≥ k for every e ∈ E(G). The list star chromatic index ch st (G) of G is the minimum k such that G is star k-edge-choosable.
The current paper has been motivated by the following question of Dvořák et al.
Question 1 (Question 3 in [5] ). Is it true that ch st (G) ≤ 7 for every subcubic graph G? (Perhaps even ≤ 6?)
Currently best reported upper bound is due to Kerdjoudj, Kostochka, and Raspaud [7] set at 8 colors. These authors also derived the bounds on the list star chromatic index of subcubic graphs in terms of the maximum average degree mad(G). In this paper, we answer Question 1 in affirmative, i.e. we prove that the list star chromatic index of such graphs is at most 7.
Theorem 3. Let G be a graph with maximum degree 3. Then
Proof of Theorem 3
We prove Theorem 3 through several steps. Throughout this section, by the distance between two edges, we mean the distance between the corresponding vertices in the line graph. Hence, two adjacent edges are at distance 1.
First, we prove two results on star edge-choosability of cycles, then we show that the statement holds for 2-connected subcubic graphs, and finally, we give a proof of the main theorem.
Proof. Let C = e 1 e 2 . . . e n be an n-cycle for some n = 5, and let L be a 3-list-assignment of C. It is an easy exercise to verify that C is star 3-edge-colorable for every n = 5, thus we assume that the lists of at least two edges are different, and hence there are adjacent edges with different lists, say L(e 1 ) = L(e n ). We will construct a star 3-edge-coloring σ with the colors from L. First, let f (e 1 ) = α, where α ∈ L(e 1 ) \ L(e n ). Now consider two cases:
. Additionally, we choose σ(e n−1 ) = σ(e 1 ), which is always possible. Then, we choose σ(e 2i ) distinct from the colors of adjacent edges, for i = 1, . . . , . This clearly induces a star edge-coloring of C.
(b) If n is odd, we similarly color σ(e 2i+1 ) = σ(e 2i−1 ), for i = 1, . . . ,
. Then, we choose σ(e 2 ) distinct from the colors of adjacent edges. Now, we can choose σ(e n ) distinct from σ(e n−2 ) and σ(e 2 ) (σ(e n ) = σ(e 1 ) via the choice of σ(e 1 )). Finally, we choose σ(e 2i ) distinct from the colors of adjacent edges, for i = 2, . . . ,
. Again, one can observe that we have used at least 3 colors for each path on 4 edges. Lemma 2. A 5-cycle C = e 1 e 2 e 3 e 4 e 5 is star L-edge-colorable if for every i ∈ {1, . . . , 5} it holds |L(e i )| ≥ 3 and
Proof. The union of the lists of at least two edges contains at least 4 colors, so we may simply repeat the coloring procedure from the case (b) in the proof of Lemma 1 to obtain a coloring of C.
We define the supergraph G of a 2-connected subcubic graph G as the graph obtained by introducing edges between pairs of vertices of degree 2 in G until G contains at most one vertex of degree 2. In what follows, we will use a decomposition of G guaranteed by the well-known result of Petersen [9] .
Theorem 4 (Petersen, 1891) . Let G be a subcubic graph without bridges and with at most one vertex of degree at most 2. Then, there is a matching M that covers all vertices of degree 3.
Notice that since there is always an even number of odd vertices in a graph, an eventual vertex v of degree 2 from the above theorem is never covered by M and hence, as an immediate corollary of the above we have that G contains a 2-factor F where, clearly, v is a part of a cycle. Connecting the cycles of F with the minimum number of edges of M such that the resulting graph is connected, we obtain a spanning cactus Ψ of G. Recall that a cactus is a connected graph H such that any two cycles in H have at most one vertex in common, and hence, in the case of subcubic graphs, any two cycles in H are vertex-disjoint. Corollary 1. A supergraph G of any 2-connected subcubic graph G can be decomposed into a spanning cactus Ψ and a matching M such that every vertex of G is contained in some cycle of Ψ. Now, we prove the case of 2-connected graphs.
Lemma 3. Every 2-connected subcubic graph is star 7-edge-choosable.
Proof. Let G be a 2-connected subcubic graph. We may assume G has at least 6 vertices, otherwise G has at most 7 edges and the result trivially follows. We will prove the theorem by presenting a construction of a star 7-edge-coloring of G using a decomposition into a spanning cactus and a matching. Clearly, a star edge-coloring of G induces a star edgecoloring of G.
By Corollary 1, G contains a spanning cactus Ψ such that every vertex of G is contained in some cycle of Ψ, and the edges of G not in Ψ form a matching M , i.e. M = E( G) − E(Ψ). Observe that for any edge e of G there are at most four edges of M at distance at most 2.
Let L be a 7-edge-list-assignment for the edges of G. Color the edges of M in such a way that the edges at distance at most 2 receive distinct colors. Since for every edge e ∈ M there are at most 4 edges from M at distance at most 2 from e this is always possible using e.g. the greedy method. Now, for every edge e of Ψ remove the colors of the edges of M at distance at most 2 from e from the list L(e). Note that after removal each non-colored edge retains a list of size at least 7 − m(e) ≥ 3, where m(e) denotes the number of edges of M within distance 2 from e.
It remains to color the edges of Ψ. The cactus Ψ is comprised of cycles connected by single edges; we call them connectors. Recall that each connector has a list of at least 3 available colors. We will first color the connectors one by one in such a way that after removing the colors of connectors from the non-colored edges of Ψ at distance at most 2 from them, the union of available colors on the edges of every 5-cycle of Ψ will be of size at least 4. Observe also that every non-colored edge of Ψ retains a list of at least 3 available colors.
Such a coloring of connectors is possible. Suppose, to the contrary, that there is a 5-cycle C in Ψ such that all the incident edges of C in G (the edges of M or connectors) except one connector e have already been colored (see Figure 2) . While the edge e 3 might have only three available colors, the rest four edges of C have lists of size at least 4. However, in order to have all the lists the same after coloring e, we may assume that L(e i ) = {α 1 , α 2 , α 3 , α 4 } for i ∈ {1, 2, 4, 5} and L(e 3 ) = {α 1 , α 2 , α 3 }. Furthermore, the color α 4 must be used to color e. Since e has at least three available colors, we are always able to select a color for it in such a way that the 5-cycles of Ψ incident with e (every e is incident with at most two such 5-cycles) will retain lists of available colors whose union will have cardinality at least 4. Finally, we color the cycles of Ψ. By Lemmas 1 and 2 this is always possible. Note that the given coloring of G is indeed a star edge-coloring. The edges of M and the connectors always receive colors which do not appear on the edges of cactus cycles at distance at most 2 from them, hence they cannot appear in any bichromatic path or cycle of length 4. Now, we are ready to prove the main theorem.
Proof of Theorem 3. We prove the theorem by contradiction. Let G be a subcubic graph with minimal number of vertices such that G is not star 7-edge-choosable for some 7-edge-list-assignment L. Let G be a supergraph of G. By Lemma 3, G contains at least one bridge and hence at least two blocks.
Since there is at most one vertex of degree 2 in G, it contains a pendant block B such that d G (x) = 3 for every vertex x of B. Let e = uv be a bridge of G such that B is the component of G − uv containing v, and G u is the component of G − uv containing u. By the minimality of G, G u is star 7-edge-choosable. Let σ u be some coloring of G u . Color e with a color from L(e) that does not appear in σ u on the (at most 6) edges at distance at most 2 from e in G u .
It remains to color B. Decompose B into a spanning cactus Ψ and a matching M . Since v is the only vertex of degree 2 in B, both edges incident with v in B are the edges of some cycle of Ψ. Now, remove the color of e from the lists of the edges of B at distance at most 2 from e (i.e. from the edges incident with v and the edges adjacent to them).
Finally, as in the proof of Lemma 3, we proceed by first coloring the edges of M greedily, and then by coloring the edges of Ψ as described in the proof of Lemma 3. Note that, since the color of e is different from the colors of all the edges of G within distance 2, the edge e cannot appear in any bichromatic path of length 4. Therefore, the coloring of B is a star edge-coloring, which together with σ u and the color of e induces a star edge-coloring of G and hence also of G. This completes the proof.
Discussion
To be precise, in this paper, we only answer the first part of the question asked by Dvořák et al., while the follow up question if 6 colors suffice for star edge-choosability of subcubic graphs remains widely open. In fact, it is not even known yet if subcubic planar graphs are star 6-edge-colorable.
On the other hand, the construction of a coloring used in the proof of Theorem 3 can give some partial results for star 6-edge-colorability. In particular, if for a subcubic graph G we have a decomposition into a matching M which can be colored with at most 3 colors, and a subgraph with maximum degree 2 without 5-cycles (and therefore also star 3-edge-colorable), then G is star 6-edge-colorable.
However, now the upper bound for star chromatic index and list star chromatic index of subcubic graphs are the same, which might be seen as a step toward solving another question of Dvořák et al. [5] : Question 2. Is it true that ch st (G) = χ st (G) for every graph G?
